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Mixing all my makeup in clear slime

I just told angelica makeup my grandma's makeup this will be awisome so I've seen a lot of articles about items like mixed makeup and the stuff of slime so I thought you know why don't do a bunch of lipstick and a bunch of people on its eyes a lot of its old makeup I'm doing 100 eye seeds and then , 100
lipsticks and just like to mix it all in – oh my god looks terrible I'm ready to go high before everyone finds hello you must forget to read that up Internet that kind of challenges again today I put all this makeup into slippery signs I show that songs right there may be clearly slam OH one hundred clothes now
you are that other items thanks to me up polish manager we got all the policemen we got all the policemen we got all the police. them and then come on I plunger my eyes do mouth a little everything you can to get you're your ready guys is you're ready to let's do what you think will win Natalie's team or
team if you think I'll win sure to give this item a thumbs up but if you think that corner's item up thumbs down more people seem to stick around and stick in the end a lot because what you are doing a great oven mixed to all these random people do you believe that in the thanks Mary Ann let's get in the
right mix so I want to be lipstick I don't know this name is really messy letting the scissor paper scissors paper shoot my tactic this method is I'm actually going to go like this I'm going to go like this oh my god so nice I would say I try them on every single time we can get on fire or is the lipstick because
you could maybe if we just movement like that's all right we got that I got a lot of nuds up in here as far as I can tell them the actual ones like stick are kind of hard I'm trying to light them on fire so that it can be that it can be told they are current like sticks are kind of hard I'm trying to light them on fire so
that it can be that it can be told they even that are actual like sticks are kind of hard I'm trying to light them on fire so that it can be actually mixing the liquids it depends on I think if they are tailored to rub on the very older easy of just grabbing up hey oh god i look at this one that oh my God this one green
oh master i should start our mix letting us start in the layer oh my god this looks beautiful yes we got to add some darkness so far we're going to about 50 mouth rod in sure you comment below which is your favorite to identify the red nuts we have all kinds inside we still have a lot to go and then I'll mash it
up whilst don't forget whilst not forgetting that right after this one I'm doing a shade that's going to be pretty dirty oh god i so i mean oh god i'm okay for you actually let this sit for about two hours alone Natalie was at the gym I ate and do laundry I ask and this is what it looks like oh my god it's like wild
men hauling tables are always covered with about 50 lipsticks and we always have all this stuff to go touch a light burn to do everything with these and then , we will move on their eyes left to let's do it like Dookie Brown oh right I thought we were totally like I didn't know I didn't i don't see it in perfect
perfect put all right here we go but before we do so make sure to subscribe to the channel and hit that Bell slightly you two notify you of new articles okay let's see if you can do that in five seconds re prepare five to four one if you can do so make sure I'm a little meme not if the heat is fine and I'm sure
you give you a shot what we're doing with our live disk all the right time mixing this little guy fairly this is what it looks like in now so we don't know oh all right oh my god horrible okay so we pretty much fill all of Natali's challenge hundreds fluid and wood the form that globe right there you always have all
the eyes going with a secret mixture that we will be going to done at the end once we combine both those eyes and lipstick round two we're actually eating some other stuff you'll allocate later it'll get crezier out here for this round we'll take some eyes left there we do this don't forget that if you want the
eye and tag team Tag Tennyson to make sure you resemble the item but you've never heard of that before I just go to pop it on top right yes oh my god that looks wild oh my god what about stuff I have some hi can help you this transfer it oh we love the top layer well so I saw this girl do it and she
recommended pulling it up i know this is so crazy for them that they would come out wow oh my god this is going to do it like the pretiest color wait which this is like literally everyone goes out and I went to say run your makeup but now on a sign now we're bringing Merc Nellie's grip today weird or dead
normal now it's about 20% discounts because of this Graksgiving breaks to make sure you get your emergency and now it's all like dot shops can tag me on Instagram so I can share you and show you what my god oh look at this gorgeous knit whilst Black Friday deals are going on for the whole weekend
with Cyber Monday just check it out stay tuned and always go on to check to see if you get something for free which is so nice I can't think look at me like what the heck this is so gorgeous this it's a fun project you guys like you have to make this ringy project with your family friend super fun for kids to
froze everyone love flying like honestly well let's combine to okay Wow look the perfect circle i know oh it came about like that for a while okay why are you taking it all oh goodness i oh it's like a galaxy color I'm so surprised eyes really mean and way there's so much as texture as if you look inside her so
glittery beautiful nails okay okay I'm actually ready now to go and combine this with the other one to see what it's going to make you guys ready and I really don't do that want as long as Miss Brooks doesn't you better dispel this article here we go it goes wrong you have all the time for now that Natalie's
here that Natalie's mix both the lipstick one with the one sight we'll go and go a lot more ingredients that you actually wouldn't buy that Walmart so Walmart now okay now we're back from Walmart literally taking half a second time we have all the ingredients to my left I'm going to start hobbling the bars of
Natalie and it will slowly start applying every single ingredient every single thing right a little bit big I've ever done in my life and I'm not a part of oh that's not a part of oh this god this is so raves embarrassing little sugar yes put that in there oh my god how fun so you can't form more than what we got okay
Dennis mind him vice smell nice ohw it's so nice even if you're sleeping guys tonight if you enjoyed this article to make sure you give a thumbs up subscription to this channel for more weird and items like that this and maybe never be sure to hit that bell so that your notifying articles in my new social
media articles but they appear right here before just a little crazy to make me know what you want to see what on earth is going on I love you guys so much and don't forget live weird or die normal to make sure your weird buy stay weird is about to go wrong really now this dash – I love you guys
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